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The following report provides in-depth analysis into the successes and challenges of the NorthCoast Tactical Income 
managed ETF strategy throughout 2017, important research into the mechanics of the strategy, and a brief outlook 
for 2018.  

Objective & Description 

Tactical Income invests in a diversified basket of global ETFs across the income spectrum using U.S. bonds, global 
bonds, corporate bonds, mortgages, U.S. and global dividend equities, and income alternatives.  The portfolio seeks 
to generate income of 2-3% in excess of inflation by focusing on risk-adjusted returns in today’s market.  The strategy 
aims to generate these risk-adjusted returns by utilizing three key investment tactics: 

  Determine global asset allocation - how much to allocate to equity vs. fixed income vs. alternative assets  
  Identify factors that drive relative ETF performance and then invest in ETFs that demonstrate those factors 
  Manage risk by constructing a diversified portfolio of ETFs 

 
Proper Benchmarking  |  A Variety of Yield Options in Today’s Market 

To achieve these outcomes, we need to understand 
the alternative options producing income in today’s 
marketplace. We’ve presented two index options for 
comparing and contrasting our tactical strategy. One 
index, the Barclays U.S. Aggregate Bond Index (U.S. 
Bonds) stays in the more conservative end of the 
spectrum, while the other offers a more aggressive 
yet riskier approach, the Multi-Asset High Income 
Index (MAHIT) provided by Morningstar.  When 
breaking down the sector decomposition of the more 
conservative U.S. Bond Index, we notice the index is more heavily weighted towards treasury bonds, asset-backed 
securities and credit bonds, with no allocation to high yield or municipal bonds, TIPS, international bonds or yield 
alternatives.  In contrast, the Multi-Asset High Income Index emphasizes credit bonds, high yield bonds and yield 
alternatives, with no weight on the treasury bonds or the asset-backed securities and municipal bonds. In 2017, U.S. 
Bonds returned +3.5% and MAHIT +10.8%.  
 
NorthCoast Tactical Income, in its quest for a higher yield than U.S. Bonds but at a lower risk than the Multi-Asset 
Income Index, attempts to bridge the gap between those two compositions by allocating to all five income sectors 
with a dynamic investment process that considers a variety of assets throughout the year.  

 

Investment Process 

 The first step in the Tactical Income investment process is to determine the proper asset 
allocation across ETFs; how much to allocate to defensive fixed income vs. higher yield fixed income 
and alternative assets (such as real estate or preferred shares). Our proprietary Global Tactical Asset 
Allocation (GTAA) model monitors 40+ data points across four market-moving indicators; 
Macroeconomic, Sentiment, Technical, and Valuation. The daily aggregate of the indicators is then used to determine 
the proper asset allocation given current market conditions.  
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Source: NorthCoast Asset Management, Bloomberg 
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 Next, we score, rank and select the individual ETFs. We believe ETFs can exhibit certain measurable factors that lead 
to future performance and every day we score and rank over 50 ETFs based on which embody the most desirable 
characteristics using a set of data points across the four broad dimensions (macroeconomic, sentiment, technical, 
valuation). Positions demonstrating the most favorable relationship between expected risk and return are added to 

the portfolio. Changes are only made to the strategy if dictated by the research.  For more 
information on ETF selection, we encourage you to review our recently published research 
whitepaper, ETF Harmony®: Modern Logic to ETF Selection.  

 Finally, the strategy manages risk through daily monitoring of the current market environment and the 
relative attractiveness of individual ETFs. These quantitative inputs are going to guide the portfolio 
construction with risk controls.  

Portfolio Positioning: 2017 Review 

Our Global Tactical Asset Allocation (GTAA) model indicated 
a bullish outlook for the global market environment for the 
majority of 2017.  When looking through the lens of our four 
market-moving dimensions; macroeconomic indicators 
stayed positive for the majority of the year as the U.S. 
economy continued its stable growth pattern and 
international economies strengthened; technical indicators remained positive with long-term momentum as a key 
contributor; sentiment indicators hit their peak in 2017 as optimism of decreased regulation, tax reform and trade 
policy excited both producers and consumers; valuation indicators provided caution as equity prices continued to 
outpace their respective earnings.  Thus, on average, Tactical Income held 73% exposure to fixed income and cash, and 
27% to alternative assets and equities. Currently, its yield generation is at +3.9%, not including asset appreciation (and 
varies with the portfolio positioning). 

  
 

In 2017, a “risk-on” approach to income was rewarded with positive returns. Assets that traditionally carry more 
downside risk, such as equities, international bonds and alternatives, contributed strong performance.  

Emerging-markets risk was compensated by both yield and return. EMB (iShares J.P. Morgan USD Emerging Markets 
Bond ETF) provided a shield from single-country risk. While bonds in this ETF might appear risky, these are mostly 
comprised of sovereign debt. The position is diversified across more than 35 countries with a current maximum 
allocation of 7% to any single country. The position was less sensitive to interest rate increases. The strategy held REM 
(iShares Mortgage Real Estate ETF) throughout the year. The position returned a total +18.5% including a current yield 
of +10.0%. Mortgage rates continued to benefit from the relatively low interest rates.  REM is a higher risk holding than 
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EMB, therefore generating the attractive yield.  We trimmed the position in the third quarter anticipating the possible 
negative impacts from potential rate hike in the future. Equities were the final high risk holding to generate solid 
returns for the strategy. DVY (iShares Select Dividend ETF) and IDV (iShares International Select Dividend ETF) were up 
+14.8% and +19.8%, respectively during the year. With current yield of +4.5%, IDV provided a good boost of income 
for the portfolio. 

 
The following chart highlights the difference in allocation between the Tactical Income strategy and two 
competitive benchmarks in 2017. 

   Traditional Fixed Income - ---> Alternative Assets 

 
ETF Description 

U.S. Bond 
Index 

Tactical 
Income 

Multi-Asset 
Income Index 

2017 ETF 
Performance 
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US Treasury Bonds 37% 6% - 2.2% 
SHY 1-3 years 12% - - 0.3% 
IEI 3-7 years 15% 3% - 1.2% 
IEF 7-10 years 4% - - 2.6% 
TLH 10-20 years 1% - - 4.2% 
TLT 20+ years 5% 4% - 9.2% 

      
ABS, Municipal, Agencies 33% 17% 8% 2.6% 
MBB MBS 31% 15% 8% 2.5% 

CMBS CMBS - - - 2.9% 
AGZ Agencies - - - 2.0% 
MUB Municipal 2% 2% - 4.7% 

      
Credit & High Yield Bonds 30% 36% 40% 5.3% 

CSJ Short-Term Credit 8% - - 1.3% 
CIU Intermediate Credit 14% 6% - 3.5% 
CLY Long-Term Credit 8% 15% 10% 12.2% 
LQD Investment Grade Credit - - 10% 7.1% 
HYG High Yield Corporate - 8% 20% 6.1% 
HYD High Yield Municipal - 7% 0% 9.8% 

      
International Bonds - 13% 12% 11.4% 
EMB Emerging Market Bonds - 9% 9% 10.3% 

LEMB Local Currency Emerging Market Bonds - - 4% 12.5% 
IGOV International Treasury Bond - 5% - 11.4% 

      
Yield Alternatives - 27% 40% 15.4% 
REM Real Estate Mortgages - 5% 15% 18.5% 
IDV International Dividend Stocks - 5% 9% 19.8% 
IGF Infrastructure Stocks - 5% - 19.3% 
DVY U.S. Dividend Stocks - 5% 1% 14.8% 
PFF Preferred Shares - 5% 5% 8.1% 
IFGL International REITS - - - 20.0% 
HDV U.S. High Dividend Stocks - - 11% 13.4% 

 IYR Real Estate - - - 9.3% 

*Source: Bloomberg. NorthCoast Asset Management.  1/1/2017 – 12/31/2017.  Tactical Income displays the 2017 average position allocation.   
Allocations are rounded and may not add up to 100%.  
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To better understand the source of income production in today’s interest rate environment, let’s consider the three 
primary risks associated with generating higher yield; 1) credit, 2) duration, and 3) alternative assets.  Similar to 2016, 
these risks contributed to the positive performance of 2017.  
 

 
 
 
Our minimal allocation to U.S. treasury bonds, which carry low credit risk, was beneficial as these ETFs exhibited weak 
returns in 2017. The same was true for asset-backed positions like MBB (iShares MBS ETF), which returned only +2.5%. 
Even though MBB was a top holding in the portfolio because of its core risk/return attraction, it was underweight 
compared to U.S. Bonds. With the mortgage rates not rising as quickly as some investors had expected, the refinancing 
and prepayment risk of mortgage-backed bonds were not significantly curtailed.   
 
As previously mentioned, the majority of performance can be attributed to our positioning across credit and high-yield 
bonds, along with our exposure to emerging market bonds and alternative assets such as dividend equities.  
 
CLY (iShares 10+ Year Credit Bond) kept its spot as a core holding in the Tactical Income portfolio and was among the 
top performing position in the portfolio this year. The security was up +12.2% and we currently hold about a 15% 
position in our portfolio. With the U.S. economy remaining fundamentally strong, the default rate of corporate bonds 
was relatively low. Our ETF scoring model showed favoring CLY throughout the year with valuations and sentiment 
signals being the strongest contributors.  The current environment of low interest rates has made for a high demand 
of corporate bonds vs. government bonds.   U.S. corporate bonds bear acceptable risk in the fixed income space and 
are beating inflation.  
 
High-yielding assets such as HYG (iShares iBoxx $ High 
Yield Corporate Bond ETF) and HYD (VanEck Vectors High-
Yield Municipal Index ETF) also benefited from the 
relatively low interest rate environment. We estimated that 
the default rate for high yield bond should remain low, and 
the current yield of +5.1% for HYG and +4.3% for HYD 
justified its risk. 
 
Exposure to global infrastructure from IGF (iShares Global 
Infrastructure ETF) was another noteworthy holding in 
2017. As investors anticipated pro-growth policies and 
more infrastructure spending in the U.S., IGF climbed 
throughout 2017, finishing the year +19.3%.  
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Performance Summary 
With a net performance of +8.3%, Tactical Income outperformed the general U.S. 
Aggregate Bond Index (AGG) while underperforming Morningstar’s Multi-Asset 
High Yield Income Index. Heading into 2018, NorthCoast maintains a bullish 
stance with an expectation of further increases in interest rates throughout the 
year.  

Onto 2018…  

The table below outlines the model strategy allocation as we enter 2018.   

 
ETF Description U.S. Bond Index Tactical Income  

Multi-Asset 
Income Index 
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e US Treasury Bonds 37% 0% - 
SHY 1-3 years 12% - - 
IEI 3-7 years 15% - - 
IEF 7-10 years 4% - - 
TLH 10-20 years 1% - - 
TLT 20+ years 5% - - 

     
ABS, Municipal, Agencies 33% 15% 15% 
MBB MBS 31% 15% 15% 

CMBS CMBS - - - 
AGZ Agencies - - - 
MUB Municipal 2% - - 

     
Credit & High Yield Bonds 30% 35% 25% 

CSJ Short-Term Credit 8% - - 
CIU Intermediate Credit 14% - - 
CLY Long-Term Credit 8% 15% 5% 
LQD Investment Grade Credit - - - 
HYG High Yield Corporate - 10% 20% 
HYD High Yield Municipal - 10% 0% 

     
International Bonds - 24% 20% 
EMB Emerging Market Bonds - 10% 15% 

LEMB Local Currency Emerging Market Bonds - - 5% 
IGOV International Treasury Bond - 14% - 

     
Yield Alternatives - 25% 40% 
REM Real Estate Mortgages - 3% 15% 
IDV International Dividend Stocks - 5% 2% 
IGF Infrastructure Stocks - 6% - 
DVY U.S. Dividend Stocks - 3% 9% 
PFF Preferred Shares - 8% 5% 
IFGL International REITS - - - 
HDV U.S. High Dividend Stocks - - 10% 

 IYR Real Estate - - - 
              *Source: Bloomberg. NorthCoast Asset Management. As of 12/31/2017.  Allocations are rounded and may not add up to 100%.  

 

 

Important Disclosure Information  

U.S. Bonds 3.5%
Multi-Asset Income 10.8%
Tactical Income 8.3%
Net of expense ratios and management fees
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The information contained herein has been prepared by NorthCoast Asset Management LLC (“NorthCoast”) on the basis of 
publicly available information, internally developed data and other third party sources believed to be reliable. NorthCoast 
has not sought to independently verify information obtained from public and third party sources and makes no 
representations or warranties as to accuracy, completeness or reliability of such information. All opinions and views 
constitute judgments as of the date of writing without regard to the date on which the reader may receive or access the 
information, and are subject to change at any time without notice and with no obligation to update. This material is for 
informational and illustrative purposes only and is intended solely for the information of those to whom it is distributed by 
NorthCoast. No part of this material may be reproduced or retransmitted in any manner without the prior written 
permission of NorthCoast. NorthCoast does not represent, warrant or guarantee that this information is suitable for any 
investment purpose and it should not be used as a basis for investment decisions.  

 
PAST PERFORMANCE DOES NOT GUARANTEE OR INDICATE FUTURE RESULTS.  
 
This material should not be viewed as a current or past recommendation or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any 
securities or investment products or to adopt any investment strategy. The reader should not assume that any investments 
in companies, securities, sectors, strategies and/or markets identified or described herein were or will be profitable and no 
representation is made that any investor will or is likely to achieve results comparable to those shown or will make any 
profit or will be able to avoid incurring substantial losses. Performance differences for certain investors may occur due to 
various factors, including timing of investment.  Investment return will fluctuate and may be volatile, especially over short 
time horizons.  
 
INVESTING ENTAILS RISKS, INCLUDING POSSIBLE LOSS OF SOME OR ALL OF THE INVESTOR'S PRINCIPAL.  
 
The investment views and market opinions/analyses expressed herein may not reflect those of NorthCoast as a whole and 
different views may be expressed based on different investment styles, objectives, views or philosophies. To the extent 
that these materials contain statements about the future, such statements are forward looking and subject to a number of 
risks and uncertainties.  
 

*Barclays U.S. Bond 
Aggregate Index  (“U.S. 
Bonds”) 

The Barclays Capital Aggregate Bond Index is a market capitalization-weighted index. Most 
U.S. traded investment grade bonds are represented. Municipal bonds, and Treasury 
Inflation-Protected Securities are excluded, due to tax treatment issues. The index includes 
Treasury securities, Government agency bonds, Mortgage-backed bonds, Corporate bonds, 
and a small amount of foreign bonds traded in U.S.  

*Morningstar Multi-Asset 
Income Index (“Multi-
Asset Income”) 

The Morningstar Multi-Asset High Income Index is broadly diversified and seeks to deliver a 
high level of current income while maintaining long-term capital appreciation. This index 
consists of a comprehensive set of exchange traded funds (ETFs) that collectively target 
equity, fixed income, and alternative income sources.  

 


	2017 Exposure Average:

